
Appendix 2 – Consultee Responses Received 

Table 1 - Consultee comments in respects to why the PSPO should be      

renewed 

Anti social behaviour whether caused by too much alcohol or any other factor is 
distressing for other people. It's not acceptable. I feel it is beneficial to the general 
public that the orders remain in place. 
 

The Parish Council agree that this is a necessary order and would like to see a 
continuation of Wyre's current policy. 
 

Any presence to deter antisocial behaviour is good. Though more police presence 
and actual crimes being investigated would be more beneficial 
 

With police forces already stretched it helps to lessen the impact on their services. 
Without it, it allows for poor behaviour which impacts residents and visitors to the 
area, discouraging their use of the towns amenities. 
 

We are far too soft on this. Too many young people who can't hold alcohol drinking 
in the wrong places 
 

Having the power to confiscate alcohol which is fuelling anti social behaviour can 
help prevent further and escalating bad behaviour. Also it can make the public feel 
safer in open spaces. 
 

Legal drinking is done inside licensed places, so generally underage drinking takes 
place outside in open spaces, this then can create areas where it isn't desirable to 
take families or go alone due to nuisance caused by these youths. 
 

Jean Stansfield park is a popular area for youths. Last week I witnessed a young 
man unable to stand, his friend holding a bottle of vodka this was around 8pm 
Saturday. Not a nice sight when you're on a dog walk with your friend. 
 

Maintain decent standards & curtail foul language & abusive behaviour 
 

The last 6 months, in particular, has shown there is a significant increase in violent 
behaviour in and around FY7. Shops/Cafe windows wantonly Smashed in. 
Fireworks used in excess of controlled celebration. Being used ALL Week long, as 
some sort of competitive Barrage. Even past Midnight. This is total misuse of 
Explosives. With serious consequences if allowed to continue. 
 

Creates a safe, attractive borough which we can all enjoy. Reduces potential for 
anti social behaviour, vandalism etc 
 

It is an effective prevention measure against antisocial behaviour. 
 

Still has drinking in the areas. Lord Street, regularly see people drinking cans, no 
one to about to sort it out. Regularly see empty cans and bottles on Littlewood. 
 



More police are needed to be on show stricter measures 
 

To prevent offensive behaviour witnessed those wishing to enjoy an evening or 
daytime without feeling of intimidation. 
 

 

Table 2 - Consultee comments in respects to why the PSPO shouldn’t be      

renewed.  

New bars are popping up and is bring life back to Cleveleys at night and would be 
a shame if the police would stop people just having a good time 
 

A blanket order providing powers to remove forms of freedom is not in my opinion 
suitable to the society we live. Existing laws are available to tackle anti social 
behaviour regardless of what contributing factors there may be (alcohol, drugs or 
other). It is difficult to provide a more informed viewpoint without any real facts 
around what led to the creation of the original order or how the order has been 
used during its life. It would be especially insightful to see detail on feedback of 
those directly impacted by the order and whether they see the implementation of it 
proportionate. 
 

It doesn't work. The signs are a waste of money. Often get vandalised and there is 
no one to police it. People are going to do it anyway despite there being signs and 
exclusion zones. The money would be better invested into giving youths 
something to do. 
 

 

Table 3 - Consultee comments in respects to which areas the PSPO should be 

extended into 

All of Fleetwood not just the town centre. Crime has increase dramatically in the 
town and public confidence in the criminal system is at an all time low 
 

Park Promenade Lord street Euston gardens Sea cadet base Area 
 

All residential street in the Garstang, Cabus & Catteral area. This is where 
nuisance is likely to be caused by alcohol related behaviour 
 

Tithebarn Park over the bridge opposite new housing development needs to be 
included. 
 

Over Wyre villages, particularly Stalmine, Hambleton, Preesall & Knott End 
 

Housebound. So only able to comment on, within hearing distance FY77JG. 
Window damage in Lord St. Only as conveyed by a 3rd party posting pictures. 
 

Not sure, but the restricted areas push it further out. 
 



North Drive regularly Eastpines drive including the park and Linden Close (towers) 
to cut down on teenagers smoking weed 
 

All parks and streets 
 

Any street from the docks to the beach starting from Fisherman's Walk up to St 
Albert's Square 
 

Around Laidleys Walk and the lower promenade because they use the shelters 
that face the sea so that nobody can see them 
 

Extend into Larkholme and Broadwater areas also 
 

Tithe barn park Donnington Rd park Bolton Ave Gerard's terrace Arrundel drive 
these are all areas we walk our dog & often see youngsters drinking & being 
verbally abusive 
 

All 
 

Include Tithebarn Park. 
 

 

 

 

 


